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TRACK TENSIONING SYSTEM FOR A TRACKED 
VEHICLE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] The present application is a continuation of US. 
Patent application Ser. No. 10/214,004 entitled “Track Ten 
sioning System For A Tracked Vehicle” (allowed), Which 
claims the bene?t of US. Patent Application No. 60/312,713 
entitled “Track Tensioning System For A Tracked Vehicle”, 
?led Aug. 16, 2001 and US. Patent Application No. 60/314, 
519, entitled “Track Tensioning System For A Tracked 
Vehicle”, ?led Aug. 22, 2002. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to a track tensioning 
system for tracked vehicles. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Tracked vehicles, such as snoWmobiles, have rear 
suspension systems generally including front and rear sus 
pension arms pivotally mounted on a shaft rotatably con 
nected to the frame of the tracked vehicle and a slide frame 
comprising a pair of laterally spaced suspension rails or 
longitudinal skids interconnected transversely on opposite 
sides of the machine. The suspension rails are in sliding 
contact With an endless belt that provides ice and snoW 
surface contact and friction drive for the tracked vehicle. 
Where the movement of the suspension arms relative to the 
suspension rail is substantially limited to rotational motion, 
the suspension system referred to as fully coupled. As used 
herein, “fully coupled” means a suspension system Where a 
displacement of any portion of the suspension rail causes 
immediate movement of the entire suspension rail, such as 
for example Where the suspension forms parallelogram 
con?guration. 
[0004] In many current arrangements, a shackle or sliding 
block mechanism interconnects the rear suspension arm and 
the suspension rails to permit relative movement that 
includes a non-rotational component, such as a lateral or a 

longitudinal linear component (also referred to as lost 
motion). Such suspension systems are referred to as non 
coupled. As used herein, “non-coupled” refers to a suspen 
sion system in Which displacement of the rear suspension 
arm relative to a suspension rail includes a linear compo 
nent. 

[0005] The non-coupled con?guration alloWs the front and 
rear suspension arms to operate independent of one another, 
Which Was thought advantageous in the prior art because of 
favorable Weight transfer characteristics that enhance trac 
tion. This independence, hoWever, Was found to result in 
rough and unsteady rides for the rider, particularly When the 
rear suspension of the track encounters an elevated mound 
of ice or snoW or the upWard side of a depression. This 
instability detracts from the enjoyment and the utility of the 
vehicle since there are many areas Which, When traversed, 
Will unduly subject the rider to severe jolts and stress. 

[0006] The independent movement of the front and rear 
suspension arms adversely affects the tracked vehicle in 
several Ways. First, track tension is not adequately main 
tained When there is extreme de?ection of either one of the 
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front or rear suspension arms. Extreme variations in track 

tension can reduce the comfort, control, track life and 
ultimately the safety of the rider. 

[0007] Second, independent movement of the front and 
rear suspension arms in a non-coupled system requires the 
associated springs and shock absorbers to be sprung and 
dampened more stif?y because each must individually sup 
port the high loads When impact occurs at either the front or 
rear extreme of the suspension rails. That is, the springs and 
shock absorbers of each suspension arm must be stiff enough 
to Withstand and control the full impact of the bump and 
Weight of the tracked vehicle by itself. The required stiffness 
of the spring and shock absorber results in a less comfortable 
on normal terrain. 

[0008] Third, When the front suspension arm of a non 
coupled suspension de?ects as it contacts a bump, the front 
suspension arm de?ects more than the rear suspension arm. 
This results in an angle of incidence betWeen the suspension 
rails and the bump. Unless the impact is then large enough 
to compress the rear suspension arm spring and shock 
absorber assembly, thereby ?attening the angle of incidence, 
the suspension rails Will act as a ramp forcing the rear of the 
tracked vehicle upWard. At loW to moderate speeds, the 
suspension rails angle in an upWard incline due to the greater 
de?ection of the front suspension arm than the rear suspen 
sion arm, causing the tracked vehicle to hop over the bump, 
imparting a secondary jolt that increases in intensity With the 
speed of the tracked vehicle. 

[0009] These problems Were successfully addressed in by 
the partially coupled suspension systems disclosed in US. 
Pat. No. 5,370,198 (Karpik); US. Pat. No. 5,667,031 
(Karpik) and US. Pat. No. 5,881,834 (Karpik)(hereinafter 
“the Karpik Patents”). The Karpik Patents disclose a cou 
pling system that permits some independent movement of 
the rear suspension arm relative to the front suspension arm. 
Once the rear suspension arm reaches the limit of its 
independent motion, the system becomes fully coupled. 

[0010] The coupling system can also serve as a Weight 
transfer mechanism that transmits an increasing percentage 
of the tracked vehicle’s Weight to the front suspension arm 
and the forWard end of the slide rail. Through the coupling 
system, the Work of the spring and shock absorbers is shared 
by the front and rear suspension arms. By sharing forces 
acting on the suspension system generally betWeen the front 
and rear suspensions arms, it is possible to use softer shock 
and spring calibrations than normally Would be required to 
prevent the suspension system from bottoming out. The 
resulting softer shock and spring calibrations provide a more 
comfortable ride in normal terrain. 

[0011] Assuming that the coupling system distributes 
forces acting on the suspension system betWeen the front 
and rear suspension arms, the springs and shock absorber at 
the front suspension arm carries a portion of the force and 
the rear suspension arm carries the remainder of the force. 
The minimum theoretical shock and spring calibration must 
be set to handle the maximum anticipated force the suspen 
sion system Will encounter. In order to maximiZe ride 
comfort on normal terrain, What is needed is a suspension 
system that reduces the shock and spring calibrations beloW 
this theoretical minimum, While still providing adequate 
resistance to extreme suspension displacement. 
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The present invention is direct to a suspension 
system for suspending an endless track beneath a tracked 
vehicle chassis. At least one suspension arm is pivotal 
connection to the vehicle chassis at an upper end and 
pivotally connected to a suspension rail at a loWer end. A 
biasing mechanism provides a biasing force that biases the 
suspension rail aWay from the vehicle chassis. At least one 
rear Wheel is coupled proximate a rear portion of the 
suspension rail. Atrack tensioning system displaces the rear 
Wheel relative to the suspension rail to apply a tensioning 
force to the endless track in response to displacement of the 
suspension arm. 

[0013] In one embodiment, the endless track on a tracked 
vehicle is used as a spring to supplement the biasing force 
of the suspension system during certain types of loads. The 
resulting increase in track tension resists further increases in 
perimeter length, hence resisting further suspension dis 
placement. Consequently, the spring and shock absorber 
calibrations can be reduced to levels not previously possible. 

[0014] The suspension system for suspending an endless 
track beneath a tracked vehicle chassis can be a fully 
coupled suspension, a partially coupled suspension or a 
non-coupled suspension. The suspension system includes at 
least one elongated suspension rail having a front portion, a 
rear portion and a bottom track-engaging portion. At least 
one suspension arm has an upper end adapted for pivotal 
connection to the vehicle chassis and a loWer end pivotally 
connected to the suspension rail. The upper or loWer ends of 
the suspension arm can optionally have a displacement With 
a non-linear component. A biasing mechanism provides a 
biasing force to bias the suspension rail aWay from the 
vehicle chassis. The track tensioning system coupled to the 
suspension arm applies a tensioning force to the endless 
track in response to linear and/or rotational displacement of 
the suspension arm. The tensioning force generates a supple 
mental force transmitted by the endless track that augments 
the biasing force of the biasing mechanism. In a suspension 
system With front and rear suspension arms, the track 
tensioning system can be coupled to the front or rear 
suspension arms. 

[0015] A variety of other mechanism and/or conditions 
can be used to cause the track tensioning system to increase 
track tension. In one embodiment, the track tensioning 
system is coupled to a coupling system. The track tensioning 
system applies a tensioning force to the endless track When 
the coupling system is activated. In another embodiment, the 
track tensioning system applies a tensioning force to the 
endless track in response to a displacement of the rear 
portion of the suspension rail greater than a displacement of 
a front portion of the suspension rail. The track tensioning 
system can also be triggered When the suspension rail 
experiences a G-bump or a tail bump. In yet another 
embodiment, the track tensioning system increases perim 
eter length of the suspension system in response to displace 
ment of the suspension arm. The increase in perimeter length 
generates a supplemental force transmitted by the endless 
track that augments the biasing force of the biasing mecha 
msm. 

[0016] The displacement of the suspension arm can 
include linear and/or rotational components that causes the 
tensioning system to increase track tension. The supplemen 
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tal force generated by the tensioning system can be propor 
tional or non-proportional to the magnitude of the displace 
ment of the suspension arm. 

[0017] Various track tensioning mechanisms can be used 
in connection With the present suspension system. In one 
embodiment, the track tensioning system comprises a ten 
sioning Wheel engaged With an inside surface of the endless 
track. A bracket pivotally coupled to the suspension system 
supports the tensioning Wheel at a ?rst end and is coupled to 
one of the suspension arms at a second end. 

[0018] In another embodiment, the track tensioning sys 
tem includes a rear Wheel pivotally mounted to the rear 
portion of the suspension rail and a connector arm coupled 
to the rear suspension arm at a ?rst end and to the rear Wheel 
at a second end. The connector arm can be coupled to the 
axle of the rear Wheel, the bracket supporting the rear Wheel 
or a variety of other locations. 

[0019] In yet another embodiment, the rear Wheel at the 
rear of the suspension rail is on an axle. The axle slidingly 
engaged With a slot on the rear portion of the suspension rail. 
The connector arm couples the rear suspension arm the axle. 
The slot can be horiZontal, a combination of horiZontal and 
non-horiZontal components, curvilinear, or a combination 
thereof. The shape of the slot can vary the incremental 
increase in track tension as a function of rear Wheel dis 
placement. 

[0020] In another embodiment, the rear Wheel slidingly 
engages With a sliding member on the rear portion of the 
suspension rail. A connector arm is coupled to the suspen 
sion arm at a ?rst end and the sliding member at a second 
end. The sliding member can include a static track tension 
ing assembly. The connector arm can include an elastic 
portion. 

[0021] In another embodiment, a pivot connects the front 
portion of the suspension rail to the rear portion. Aconnector 
arm is coupled to the suspension arm at a ?rst end and the 
front portion of the suspension rail at a second end. In one 
embodiment, the connector arm is coupled to a front sus 
pension arm. 

[0022] The track tensioning system can be coupled to the 
suspension arm using an elastic member. The elastic mem 
ber can be an elastomeric material, a spring, a shock 
absorber or a variety of other structures. In one embodiment, 
the supplemental force comprises a compressive force that 
resists an increase in perimeter length of the suspension 
system during suspension displacement. In another embodi 
ment, the tensioning system decreases the tensioning force 
on the track in response to a decrease in perimeter length 
during suspension displacement. 

[0023] The suspension system can optionally include a 
coupling system that couples the rear suspension arm to the 
suspension rail. The suspension system can be a fully 
coupled, a partially coupled or a non-coupled suspension 
system. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 

[0024] Other advantages of the present invention Will be 
readily appreciated, as the same becomes better understood 
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by reference to the following detailed description When 
considered in connection With the accompanying drawings 
Wherein: 

[0025] FIG. 1 is a side vieW of a displacement force 
applied near the front portion of a suspension system. 

[0026] FIG. 2 is a side vieW of a suspension system in a 
horizontally compressed con?guration. 
[0027] FIG. 3 is a side vieW of a displacement force 
applied near the rear portion of a suspension system. 

[0028] FIG. 4 is a side vieW of a displacement force 
caused by an acceleration force applied to a suspension 
system. 

[0029] FIG. 5 is a side vieW of a suspension system in 
accordance to the present invention in a neutral con?gura 
tion. 

[0030] FIG. 6 is an enlarged vieW of the track tensioning 
system of FIG. 5. 

[0031] FIG. 7 is side vieW of the suspension system of 
FIG. 5 With a displacement force applied near the rear 
portion. 
[0032] FIG. 8 is side vieW of the suspension system of 
FIG. 6 With a greater displacement force applied near the 
rear portion. 

[0033] FIG. 9 is side vieW of the suspension system of 
FIG. 5 in a horizontally compressed con?guration. 

[0034] FIG. 10 is a side vieW of an alternate suspension 
system in accordance to the present invention in a neutral 
con?guration. 
[0035] FIG. 11 is an enlarged vieW of the track tensioning 
system of FIG. 10. 

[0036] FIG. 12 is an enlarged vieW of a track tensioning 
system With a slot in a suspension rail that retains an aXle of 
a rear Wheel in accordance With the present invention. 

[0037] FIG. 13 is an enlarged vieW of a track tensioning 
system With a sliding member in accordance With the present 
invention. 

[0038] FIG. 14 is an enlarged vieW of a track tensioning 
system With an elastic connecting arm in accordance With 
the present invention. 

[0039] FIG. 15 is an enlarged vieW of a track tensioning 
system With a pivoting front portion of the suspension rail in 
accordance With the present invention. 

[0040] FIG. 16 is a side vieW of a snoWmobile assembly 
equipped With a suspension system according to the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0041] In prior suspension systems, Whether fully coupled, 
partially coupled, or non-coupled, reducing the variation in 
track tension during suspension travel Was considered a 
fundamental objective of the design and considered neces 
sary for good comfort and control of the suspension system. 
Changes in track tension can be caused by the irregular 
motions and con?gurations of the suspension system as it is 
displaced by bumps and acceleration forces. When the track 
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stretches or loosens during suspension displacement (i.e., 
displacement of the suspension rails) a signi?cant additional 
biasing force is added to or subtracted from the total biasing 
force of the suspension system. 

[0042] While eXtreme tension on the track is undesirable, 
the present invention recogniZes that loWer levels of track 
tension can be induced to supplement the biasing force of the 
suspension system during certain types of suspension dis 
placements. Consequently, the spring and shock absorber 
calibrations can be reduced to levels not previously possible. 
Conversely, the present tensioning system can be used to 
reduce track tension in those situations When excessive 
tensioning may occur. 

[0043] In order to better understand the present system for 
using track tension to supplement the biasing force of a 
suspension system, a description of the various types of 
displacement forces applied to various types of suspension 
systems is required. The eXemplary suspension systems of 
FIGS. 1-4 are used to illustrate suspension displacement. As 
used herein, “suspension displacement” refers to a change in 
a gap betWeen the suspension rail(s) and the chassis of the 
vehicle. Other types of suspensions may behave differently 
under similar displacement conditions. 

[0044] FIGS. 1 through 4 are schematic illustrations of 
various suspension systems 20 for an endless track in a 
forWard mounted drive system. For the sake of simplicity, 
the same numbering scheme is used in FIGS. 1-4. 

[0045] The endless track 22 travels around the circumfer 
ence of the drive sprocket 24 in a direction 26 opposite the 
direction 28 of vehicle travel. The endless track 22 then 
travels at a rearWard and doWnWard angle aWay from the 
drive sprocket 24. The track 22 then generally comes in 
contact With the front portion 30 of suspension rail 32 (or a 
Wheel mounted to the front portion of the suspension rail). 
The track 22 continues rearWard until it comes in contact 
With the ground 34 and subsequently rear Wheel 36. The rear 
Wheel 36 changes the direction of the track 22 to an upWard 
and forWard direction. The track 22 then comes in contact 
With a carrier guide mechanism 38, usually a Wheel that 
carries the track 22 above the rest of the suspension system 
20 on route back to the drive sprocket 24. 

[0046] FIG. 1 illustrates a non-coupled system. When the 
front portion 30 of the suspension rail 32 is subject to a 
displacement force 31, it is displaced independently of rear 
portion 42. When the rear suspension arm 39 is displaced, it 
rotates relative to the suspension rail 32. The displacement 
of the rear suspension arm 39 typically has a non-rotational 
or linear component. As used herein, the term “linear 
component” refers to displacement that is at least in part 
linear, but does not preclude rotational components. In an 
alternate embodiment, displacement of the front suspension 
arm 37 may also have a linear component. 

[0047] In the illustrated embodiment, the displacement 
force is caused by a collision With bump 40 during displace 
ment of the tracked vehicle in the direction 28. As used 
herein, “displacement force” refers to a force that causes 
displacement of a suspension rail relative to a vehicle 
chassis. 

[0048] The geometry of the suspension system 20 com 
prises a perimeter having a perimeter length 21 around 
Which the track 22 rotates. In the con?guration of FIG. 1, 
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suspension displacement increases the perimeter length 21 
and the track tension as represented schematically by the 
extension of coil spring 44 and an increase in the separation 
betWeen points A and B. As used herein, “perimeter length” 
refers to a distance traversed by an endless belt on a 
suspension system for a tracked vehicle. Perimeter length 
and track tension are directly related. An increase in perim 
eter length increases track tension and a decrease in perim 
eter length decreases track tension. 

[0049] FIG. 2 illustrates either a fully coupled or a par 
tially coupled suspension system 20 collapsed in a generally 
horiZontal con?guration by force 33. In a fully coupled 
suspension, the coupling system 46 is ?xed and permits no 
displacement (or minimal displacement) having a linear 
component of the rear suspension arm 39 relative to the 
suspension rail 32. In a partially coupled suspension, the 
coupling system 46 permits some independent movement of 
the rear suspension arm 39 relative to the suspension rail 32 
until slide block 50 encounters the top or bottom of slot 52. 
Where the perimeter length 21 increases, the track tension 
increases as represented schematically by the extension of 
coil spring 44 and an increase in the separation betWeen 
points A and B. 

[0050] In a partially coupled suspension, coupling system 
46 is activated, as illustrated by the position of slide block 
50 at the top of slot 52. Once the slide block 50 has reached 
the limits of travel, the suspension system 20 operates 
similar to a fully coupled suspension. A coupling system is 
“activated” When the linear component of rear suspension 
arm displacement relative to a suspension rail reaches a 
mechanical limit. Subsequent displacement of the rear sus 
pension arm is analogous to a fully coupled suspension. 

[0051] FIGS. 3 and 4 each illustrate either a non-coupled 
suspension or a partially coupled suspension system prior to 
activation. The suspension systems of FIGS. 3 and 4 are 
shoWn being subjected to a displacement force near the rear 
portion 42 of the suspension rail 32. In the non-coupled 
con?guration, the slide block 50 never reaches the top or the 
bottom of the slot 52 during normal suspension displace 
ment. Consequently, displacement of the rear suspension 
arm 39 relative to the suspension rail 32 has a linear 
component through the entire range of suspension displace 
ment. A rotational displacement component may also be 
present. In a partially coupled suspension, the slide block 50 
has not yet reached the top or bottom of the slot 52 so that 
the suspension system temporarily operates as a non 
coupled suspension. 

[0052] FIG. 3 illustrates the rear portion 42 of the sus 
pension 20 displaced by bump 40 independent of the front 
portion 30. The rear portion 42 is displaced from the neutral 
con?guration toWard the chassis 58. The front portion 30 is 
either not displaced or is displaced less than the rear portion 
42. The con?guration of FIG. 3 is referred to as a tail-bump. 

[0053] FIG. 4 illustrates the rear of the suspension 20 
compressed by a sudden acceleration force or by terrain 
con?gurations commonly described in the trade as a 
G-bumps. These bumps can be found traversing the 
U-shaped bottoms of ditches or gullies, or can sometimes 
occur When a bump on a trail has a generally rounded edge 
on either entry or exit or both. As used herein, “G-bump” 
refers to a high gravitational force applied to the suspension 
system and a loW velocity displacement of the suspension 
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system. The conditions corresponding to a G-bump can also 
be caused by sudden acceleration of the tracked vehicle. 
Such accelerations fall Within the de?nition of a G-bump. 

[0054] In both of these con?gurations, the perimeter 
length 21 and track tension are typically reduced. The 
reduction in track tension is illustrated schematically by the 
reduction in the distance betWeen the points A and B. The 
reduction in track tension illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4 can 
have a detrimental effect on tWo functions of the suspension 
20. First, the decrease in tension reduces the grip of the drive 
sprocket 24 on the track 22, such that the track 22 can jump 
the sprocket 24. Secondly, the reduction in track tension in 
an uncoupled suspension system can require one of the 
biasing mechanisms 54, 56 to carry the entire load imparted 
by the force. Consequently, the springs 60 and shocks 62 are 
typically calibrated ?rmer or stiffer then nominal to resist 
bottoming of the suspension 20. As used herein, “bottom 
ing” refers to a portion of a suspension system contacting an 
inside surface of the chassis, a suspension arm contacting 
against a suspension rail, or a shock absorber at a minimum 
compressive length. The additional biasing force required by 
the biasing mechanisms 54, 56 results in the suspension 
system 20 being ?rmer in calibration then Would normally 
be required for all other riding condition, resulting in a less 
comfortable ride. 

[0055] Compounding these problems is the fact that the 
biasing contribution of a shock absorbers 62 is reduced as 
the speed of the shock displacement is reduced. The reduced 
velocity displacement of the suspension system 20 in some 
condition reduces the shock speed to the point that a 
signi?cant portion of the biasing force of the shocks 62 can 
be lost. This loss of shock biasing When combined With the 
loss of tension force from the track can cause the suspension 
20 to bottom in the chassis 58, Which delivers a discomfort 
to the rider and sometimes less control of the vehicle. Even 
Without any loss of track tension, the loss of shock bias 
during reduced velocity displacement typically necessitates 
a supplemental biasing force. In prior suspension systems, 
this supplemental biasing force Was provided by using stiffer 
springs. 

[0056] The present invention provides a track tensioning 
system that counteracts or off-sets reductions in perimeter 
length and the corresponding loss of track tension. The 
increased track tension generates a supplemental force that 
augments the biasing force of the biasing mechanisms 54, 
56. The supplemental force is transmitted by the endless 
track 22 and restrains further displacement of the suspension 
system 20. The supplemental force is particularly useful to 
compensate for the biasing force lost When the shocks 62 are 
compressed sloWly by a G-bump or because a tail-bump is 
resisted primarily by the rear biasing mechanism 56, regard 
less of the rate of shock compression. The advantage to this 
arrangement is that the biasing force provided by the biasing 
mechanisms can be reduced to provide an overall softer ride, 
While the supplemental force provides suf?cient force for the 
biasing mechanism to handle G-bump and tail-bump con 
ditions. 

[0057] If a particular suspension displacement (e.g., 
G-bump, tail-bump, etc.) Causes the perimeter length 21 to 
decrease, the track tensioning system counteracts or off-sets 
that decrease in perimeter length 21 so that the suspension 
displacement results in a net increase in perimeter length 21. 
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The net increase in perimeter length 21 resulting from the 
combined actions of the suspension displacement and the 
tensioning system is resisted by the endless belt 22, thereby 
augmenting the biasing mechanisms 54, 56. The net increase 
in perimeter length often results from the tensioning system 
increasing perimeter length more than the suspension dis 
placement reduces perimeter length. The present tensioning 
system can also be used to prevent excessive track tension 
ing. That is, the tensioning system reduces perimeter length 
to counteract the increase in perimeter length caused by 
suspension displacement. 
[0058] FIG. 5 is a side vieW of a suspension system 100 
in accordance With the present invention in the neutral 
con?guration. As used herein, “neutral con?guration” refers 
to a suspension system at rest With the various components 
in a steady state. Endless track 102 travels around the 
circumference of drive sprocket 104 in a direction 106 
opposite of direction 108 of vehicle travel. The endless track 
travels rearWardly from the drive sprocket 104 to at least one 
suspension rail 110 that is suspended from chassis 112 by 
front suspension arm 114 and rear suspension arm 116. The 
endless track 102 continues along the suspension rail 110 
until it contacts rear Wheel 118. The rear Wheel 118 changes 
direction of the endless track 102 to an upWard and forWard 
direction Where it is supported by tensioning Wheel 120 and 
carrier Wheel 122. The endless track 102 continues along its 
path until it routed back the drive Wheel 104. 

[0059] In the neutral con?guration illustrated in FIG. 5, 
the suspension system 100 comprises a perimeter With a 
perimeter length 103. The perimeter length is illustrated as 
the length of the endless belt 102. Depending upon the type 
of suspension system (fully coupled, partially coupled or 
non-coupled) and the nature of the displacement force, the 
perimeter length 103 may increase, decrease or remain 
unchanged during suspension displacement. 
[0060] Biasing mechanisms 124, 126 bias the suspension 
rail 110 aWay from the chassis 112. A typical biasing 
mechanism is a coil spring surrounding a shock absorber. 
Although FIGS. 5-9 illustrate tWo biasing mechanisms 124, 
126, the present invention is equally applicable to suspen 
sion systems With a single biasing mechanism or several 
biasing mechanisms. Biasing mechanisms other than a coil 
spring surrounding the shock absorber are Within the scope 
of the present invention. 

[0061] The suspension system 100 can be fully coupled, 
partially coupled or non-coupled. In an embodiment Where 
the suspension system is partially coupled, optional coupling 
system 130 is provided. Suitable coupling systems are 
disclosed in the Karpik Patents, U.S. Pat. No. 6,206,124 
(Mallette), US. Pat. No. 5,692,579 (Peppel et al.); and US. 
Pat. 5,944,134 (Peppel et al.). A commercially available 
suspension having a suitable coupling system is available 
from Formula Fast Racing of Everett, Minn. under the 
product designation “M-lO”. Avariety of coupling systems 
can be used in the suspension system 100 and the present 
invention is not limited to those disclosed herein. For 
eXample, a coupling system can be used to couple the top of 
one or both of the suspension arms to the chassis. 

[0062] In the illustrated embodiment, tensioning system 
140 is coupled to the rear suspension arm 116 to selectively 
apply tension to the endless track 102. As best illustrated in 
FIG. 6, the tensioning system 140 includes an arm 142 
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attached to the rear suspension arm 116. Connector arm 144 
is pivotably attached to the arm 142 at pivot point 146. The 
other end of connector arm 144 is pivotably attached to 
bracket 148 that supports tensioning Wheel 120. FIG. 6 
illustrates multiple possible pivot points 149 for attaching 
the second end of the connector arm 144 to the bracket 148. 
The various pivot points 149 are used to tune the suspension 
system 100. Alternatively, the tensioning system 140 can be 
coupled to the front suspension arm 114 (see e.g., FIG. 15). 

[0063] As the rear suspension arm 116 is displaced, the 
arm 142 causes the connector arm 144 to rotate bracket 148 

around pivot point 152 in a direction 154. The displacement 
of the rear suspension arm 116 can include a linear compo 
nent 150, a rotational component 151, or a combination 
thereof. Displacement of the bracket 148 rotates the ten 
sioning Wheel 120 along an arc 156 that applies tension force 
158 on the endless track 102 and increases the perimeter 
length 103 of the suspension system 100. As used herein, 
“tensioning system” refers to a system that increases or 
decreases track tension and perimeter length on a suspension 
system. In some embodiments, suspension displacement can 
result in a decrease in perimeter length that is counteracted 
by the tensioning system, so that there is no net increase in 
perimeter length or track tension. Typically, hoWever, the 
tensioning system provides a net increase in perimeter 
length in eXcess of any decrease in perimeter length caused 
by suspension displacement. 

[0064] In those embodiment Where suspension displace 
ment results in a decrease in the perimeter length 103, the 
track tensioning system 140 counteracts that decrease in 
perimeter length 103 so that there is a net increase in 
perimeter length 103 during suspension displacement. The 
result is that perimeter length 103 increases during suspen 
sion displacement. By increasing the perimeter length 103 
during suspension displacement, the corresponding increase 
in track tension creates a supplemental force 125 that resists 
further suspension displacement and augments the biasing 
forces generated by the biasing mechanisms 124, 126. For 
the sake of clarity, the supplemental force 125 is illustrated 
schematically as creating a doWnWard bias on the suspen 
sion rail 110. In practice, hoWever, the supplemental force 
125 is an inWardly compressive force transmitted by the 
track 102 to the various components of the suspension 
system 100 supporting the track 102 that resists further 
increases in perimeter length 103. That is, the supplemental 
force 125 is not localiZed, but rather resists further increases 
in the perimeter length 103, and thereby resists displacement 
of the various components throughout the suspension sys 
tem 100. 

[0065] In an embodiment Where the rear suspension arm 
116 is coupled to the suspension rail 110 by coupling system 
130, the linear component 150 of rear suspension arm 116 
displacement generally causes the track tensioning system 
140 to increase track tension and the perimeter length 103, 
although the rotational component 151 may also contribute. 
That is, activation of the coupling system 130 causes an 
increase in perimeter length 103 that is resisted by the track 
102. 

[0066] In an embodiment of a suspension system Without 
the coupling system 130, the track tensioning system 140 
can increase track tension and perimeter length 103 When 
displacement of the rear portion 132 of the suspension rail 
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110 toward the chassis 112 is greater than the displacement 
of the front portion 134. That is, the track tensioning system 
140 increases track tension and perimeter length 103 When 
the suspension rail 140 is tipped up in the rear relative to the 
chassis 112 (see FIGS. 7 and 8). The track tensioning 
system 140 can alternately increase track tension When the 
front suspension arm 114 is displaced. 

[0067] A variety of other mechanism and/or conditions 
can be used to cause the track tensioning system 140 to 
increase track tension and perimeter length 103. In one 
embodiment, the track tensioning system 140 applies a 
tensioning force to the endless track 102 and an increase in 
perimeter length 103 in response to a displacement of the 
rear portion 132 of the suspension rail 110 greater than a 
displacement of a front portion 134 of the suspension rail. 
The track tensioning system 140 can also be triggered When 
the suspension rail experiences a G-bump or a tail bump (see 
FIG. 7). 
[0068] FIG. 7 illustrates the suspension 100 With the rear 
Wheel 118 displaced toWards the chassis 112 by either a 
bump 160 or acceleration of the tracked vehicle. The front 
portion 134 is not displaced or is displaced less than the 
displacement of the rear portion 132 of the suspension rail 
110. The differential of displacement betWeen the rear 
portion 132 and the front portion 134 causes the rear 
suspension arm 116 to be displaced generally in the direction 
150, as discussed above. The resulting movement of the 
tensioning Wheel 120 can increases the tension on the 
endless track 102 above the level of neutral tension. In an 
embodiment Where further displacement of the rear portion 
132 toWards the chassis 112 increases perimeter length 103, 
the endless track 102 resists that suspension displacement. 

[0069] FIG. 8 illustrates the suspension system 100 With 
the rear portion 132 displaced an even greater amount than 
illustrated in FIG. 7. The additional displacement of the rear 
portion 132 toWards the chassis 112 causes further displace 
ment of the rear suspension arm 116 generally in the 
direction 150. The tensioning Wheel 120 is advanced further 
along the arc 156 and the tensioning force 158 is increased. 
Consequently, the supplemental force 125 provided by track 
tension increases to further augment the biasing force of the 
biasing mechanisms 124,126. 
[0070] In the illustrated embodiment, the amount of ten 
sion on the endless track 102 and the perimeter length 103 
increases With displacement of the rear portion 132 relative 
to the chassis 112. In the embodiment of FIG. 8, the carrier 
Wheel 122 is noW separated from the endless track 102 by a 
gap 162. The tensioning Wheel 120 becomes the primary 
support of the endless track 102 in the region above the 
suspension 100. 
[0071] The increase or decrease in pcrimctcr lcngth due to 
suspension displacement may not be linear. In some sus 
pension systems, each incremental amount of suspension 
displacement may or may not result in a corresponding 
increase/decrease in perimeter length. The present tension 
ing system 140 can be tuned to compensate for irregular 
changes in perimeter length throughout the fully range of 
suspension displacement. Whether the tensioning system 
140 increases or decreases perimeter length at various stages 
of suspension displacement is of course a function of the 
suspension geometry. 
[0072] FIG. 9 is a side sectional vieW of the suspension 
100 in a horiZontally compressed con?guration. This geom 
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etry typically results in an increase track tension and perim 
eter length. Consequently, the tensioning Wheel 120 is 
folded doWn toWards the suspension rail 110 so as to not 
over-tension the track 102. In an alternate embodiment 
Where the track tension is reduced in the horiZontally 
compressed con?guration of FIG. 9, the track tensioning 
system 140 can be calibrated to increase track tension. 

[0073] In any embodiment Where track tension is 
increased during suspension displacement, the present ten 
sioning system 140 can be used to reduce track tension and 
perimeter length. The ability of the present invention to 
prevent excessive track tension applies to fully coupled, 
non-coupled and partially coupled suspension systems. 

[0074] In the embodiments of FIGS. 5 through 9, the 
amount of tension applied to the endless track 102 varies 
With the con?guration of the suspension system 100. In the 
con?guration of FIG. 7, the rear Wheel 118 is displaced 
about 50 millimeters. The additional tension applied to the 
track 102 by the tensioning Wheel 120 increases the overall 
length of the track 102 by about 0.2 inches. VieWed from 
another perspective, the tensioning system 140 provides a 
net increase in perimeter length 103 of the suspension 
system 100 of about 0.2 inches. 

[0075] As additional displacement of the rear portion 132 
of the suspension rail 110 is encountered, the tensioning 
Wheel 120 increases the tension on the track 102. In the 
con?guration of FIG. 8, the rear Wheel 118 has been 
displaced about 200 millimeters. The endless track 102 has 
been increased in length by about 1 inch. Alternatively, the 
tensioning system 140 can be vieWed as causing a net 
increase in the perimeter length 103 of the suspension 
system 100 of about 1 inch. 

[0076] Finally, by folding the tension Wheel 120 doWn 
toWards the suspension rail 110, the amount of tension on the 
track 102 is reduced from the level provided in the con?gu 
ration of FIG. 8. In the illustrated embodiment, the endless 
track 102 has been increased in length by about 0.4 inches 
in the con?guration of FIG. 9 (or the perimeter length 103 
has realiZed a net increase of about 0.4 inches). 

[0077] The amount of tension generated by the tensioning 
system 140 in the present suspension system 100 is suf? 
ciently small that there is no substantial risk of damage to the 
track 102. Additionally, the quality of tracks has improved 
signi?cantly over the last decade so that they are better able 
to handle the levels of tension applied by the track tension 
ing system. 

[0078] An additional bene?t from the track tensioning 
system 140 is an ability to increase the overall vertical 
displacements of the suspension system 100, While still 
being able to maintain the desired tensions in the track 102. 
Without the track tensioning system 140, large displacement 
suspension Would not be possible, as the track 102 Would 
become to loose and or to tight at the extreme front or rear 
displacements. The present tensioning system 140 is par 
ticularly effective in tensioning suspension systems With a 
displacement of about ten inches or more. 

[0079] FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate and alternate suspension 
system 200 in accordance With the present invention. The 
suspension system 200 can be fully coupled, partially 
coupled or non-coupled. As discussed above, endless track 
202 is driven by drive Wheel 204 along a suspension rail 206 
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around a rear Wheel 208. Carrier Wheel 210 delivers the 
endless track 202 back to the drive Wheel 204. 

[0080] In the embodiments of FIGS. 10 and 11, the rear 
Wheel 208 is pivotably mounted to the suspension rail 206 
by member 212. The member 212 is attached to the suspen 
sion rail 206 at pivot point 224. Connector arm 214 is 
mechanically coupled at a ?rst end to the front or rear 
suspension arms 226, 218 or to optional coupling system 
216. Second end of connector arm 214 can be coupled to 
axle 209 of the rear Wheel 208, the rear Wheel 208 or the 
member 212. As the rear suspension arm 218 is displaced 
generally in the direction 220 and/or the direction 221, the 
connector arm 214 displaces the rear Wheel 208 generally in 
a direction 222, thereby increasing tension on the track 202 
and perimeter length 203 of the suspension system 200. The 
connector arm 214 is preferably adjustable in length so as to 
permit tuning of the track tension. 

[0081] FIG. 12 is a schematic illustration of a suspension 
system 250 With an alternate track tensioning system 252. 
The suspension system 250 can be fully coupled, partially 
coupled or non-coupled. Axle 259 for the rear Wheel 256 
resides in a slot 258 in suspension rail 270. Connecting arm 
260 couples the axle 259 to rear suspension arm 262. When 
the rear suspension arm 262 is displace and/or the optional 
coupling system 264 is activated, rear suspension arm 262 is 
moved generally in the direction 266. Displacement of the 
rear suspension arm 262 may also include a rotational 
component. The displacement of the rear suspension arm 
262 is transmitted to the rear Wheel 256 by the connecting 
arm 260, thereby increasing the tension on the track 268 and 
the perimeter length 269 of the suspension system 250. 

[0082] The slot 258 is illustrated as having a generally 
horiZontal portion 272 and an non-horiZontal portion 274. In 
the illustrated embodiment, the non-horiZontal portion 274 
has a slight upWard curve. Alternatively, the non-horiZontal 
portion can be a linear portion angled upWard or doWnWard 
relative to horiZontal. As the axle 259 traverses the horiZon 
tal portion 272 generally in the direction 271, the incremen 
tal increase in track tension and perimeter length 269 is 
generally constant. As the axle 259 traverses the curved 
portion 274, hoWever, the additional increase in track ten 
sion and perimeter length can be different than a correspond 
ing amount of track tension and perimeter length increase 
caused by displacement of axle 259 along the horiZontal 
portion 272. By changing the shape of the slot 258, amount 
of track tension and perimeter length can increase or 
decrease With the displacement of the rear Wheel 256. For 
example, if displacement of the rear Wheel 256 by the rear 
suspension arm 262 is divided into three equal increments, 
the increment increase in track tension can be varied along 
each increment depending upon the shape of the slot 258. 

[0083] FIG. 13 is a schematic illustration of a suspension 
system 400 With an alternate track tensioning system 402. 
The suspension system 400 can be fully coupled, partially 
coupled or non-coupled. Axle 404 for the rear Wheel 406 
resides in a slot 408 in sliding member 410. Alternate slot 
con?gurations such as discussed in connection With FIG. 12 
can be used on the sliding member 410. Connecting arm 412 
couples the sliding member 410 to rear suspension arm 414. 
Sliding member 410 includes static track tensioning assem 
bly 422. In the illustrated embodiment, the static track 
tensioning assembly 422 includes a threaded member 424 
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that contact With the axle 404. The threaded member 424 can 
be positioned in the sliding member 410 to increase or 
decrease static tension of track 418. Track adjustment is 
typically done While the suspension system 400 is in the 
neutral con?guration. Avariety of other static track tension 
ing assemblies can be used With the present track tensioning 
system 402. 

[0084] When the rear suspension arm 414 is displaced, 
rear suspension arm 414 is moved generally in the directions 
416 and/or 417. The displacement of the rear suspension arm 
414 displaces the sliding member 410 (and the static track 
tensioning assembly 422), thereby increasing the tension on 
the track 418 and the perimeter length 420 of the suspension 
system 400. 

[0085] FIG. 14 is a schematic illustration of a suspension 
system 450 With an alternate track tensioning system 452. 
The suspension system 450 can be fully coupled, partially 
coupled or non-coupled. Axle 456 for the rear Wheel 454 
resides in a slot 458 in sliding member 460 as discussed in 
connection With FIG. 13. Connecting arm 462 still couples 
the sliding member 460 to rear suspension arm 464, except 
that the connector arm 462 includes an elastic member 466 
that compresses during the initial displacement of the rear 
suspension arm 464. Consequently, the initial displacement 
of the rear suspension arm 464 results in little or no 
displacement of the sliding member 460. Once the elastic 
member 466 is substantially compressed, the sliding mem 
ber 460 Will be displace in the direction 468, resulting in an 
increase in tension on track 470 and an increase in perimeter 
length 472. The elastic member 466 can be a spring, shock 
absorber, elastomeric material, or a variety of other mem 
bers. The Durometer value of an elastic member 466 con 
structed from an elastomeric material can be engineered so 
that any increase in track tension and perimeter length is 
delayed until the rear suspension arm 464 is displaced a 
predetermined amount. In another embodiment, the elastic 
member 466 compresses during most or all of the displace 
ment of the sliding member 460. Any of the connector arms 
disclosed herein can include an elastic portion, such as 
discussed above. 

[0086] FIG. 15 is a schematic illustration of an alternate 
suspension system 500 in Which tensioning system 502 is 
coupled to front suspension arm 504. Front portion 506 of 
suspension rail 508 is pivotally attached to rear portion 510 
at pivot 512. The pivot 512 permits the front portion 506 to 
move along arc 514. Connector arm 516 couples the front 
suspension arm 504 to the front portion 506. Displacement 
of the front suspension arm 504 causes the front portion 506 
to move along arc 514, thereby increasing or decreasing 
tension on track 518 and perimeter length 520. 

[0087] Displacement of front suspension arm 504 can be 
rotational around pivot 522 or may include a linear compo 
nent 524. In one embodiment, the front suspension arm 504 
is connected to the suspension rail 508 using one of the 
coupling systems discussed herein. In the illustrated 
embodiment, rotation of the front suspension arm 504 in 
direction 526 causes front portion 506 to move in direction 
528. The resulting increase in perimeter length 520 is 
resisted by the endless track 518. 

[0088] The present suspension system is not limited to the 
track tensioning system disclosed herein. In yet another 
embodiment, it is possible to displace the entire suspension 






